As a fundamental building block for quantum computation and communication protocols, the correct verification of the two-photon interference (TPI) contrast between two independent quantum light sources is of utmost importance. Here, we experimentally demonstrate how frequently present blinking dynamics and changes in emitter brightness critically affect the Hong-Ou-Mandeltype (HOM) correlation histograms of remote TPI experiments measured via the commonly utilized setup configuration. We further exploit this qualitative and quantitative explanation of the observed correlation dynamics to establish an alternative interferometer configuration, which is overcoming the discussed temporal fluctuations, giving rise to an error-free determination of the remote TPI visibility. We prove full knowledge of the obtained correlation by reproducing the measured correlation statistics via Monte-Carlo simulations. As exemplary system, we make use of two pairs of remote semiconductor quantum dots, however, the same conclusions apply for TPI experiments with flying qubits from any kind of remote solid state quantum emitters.
Two-photon interference of single photons on a beam splitter is the fundamental building block in photonic based quantum technologies, such as boson sampling [1, 2], quantum repeaters [3, 4] and quantum computing [5] . High TPI visibilities require high photon indistinguishability of the interfering photons, i.e., the photons must be identical in all their optical properties, e.g., frequency, bandwidth and polarization [6] . For many decades, spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) has been used as a source of single and entangled photons in quantum information experiments [7] [8] [9] , benefiting from their high photon indistinguishability. In contrast to deterministic emitters, however, SPDC-sources suffer from Poisson statistics coming from the probabilistic photon generation.
In recent years, solid-state quantum emitters, such as quantum dots (QD) and various color centers get increasing attention since they are capable to emit single photons on-demand [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and can additionally be integrated into photonic chips. Encouraging results from several independent groups showed that single-photon sources based on QDs are especially promising candidates due to their high brightness and near-unity degree of indistinguishability of consecutively emitted photons [17, 18] exhibiting Fourier-transform limitation [19] . For scaled quantum networks, however, TPI with photons from remote quantum emitters is crucial [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . Here, two major differences exist, when comparing TPI with consecutively emitted photons from an individual emitter and TPI with remote sources: first of all, photons from two distinct emitters are spectrally uncorrelated [26] [27] [28] ,
i.e., broadening mechanisms due to the fluctuating solid state environment temporally evolve to their full extent. As a consequence, two emitters of individually very high TPI visibilities can than lead to drastically reduced remote HOM visibility (compare Table I ). Secondly, temporal correlation within the individual photon streams, e.g., through so-called blinking of the emission [12, [29] [30] [31] [32] , may result in unexpected photon statistics in the remote TPI experiment [33, 34] . Commonly the TPI visibility V TPI , is extracted via the definition [35] V
(1)
where the auto-correlation function at zero-delay in presence of quantum interference is compared to the one without quantum interference, represented by g (2) (0) and g (2) (0) ⊥ , respectively. However, a temporally changing normalization level within the respective correlation function g (2) (τ ), due to a variation in blinking behavior or emitter brightness, leads to inconsistent normalization between g (2) (0) and g (2) (0) ⊥ . As a consequence, the reported interpretations of the correlation statistics may strongly overestimate the actual photon indistinguishability, therefore, being often not in agreement with the theoretical expectation.
Here, we experimentally and theoretically investigate the influence of blinking and count rate fluctuations on the correlation statistics obtained with the commonly utilized setup configuration. We further show to which extent the Poissonian Level can be utilized to extract V TPI while having unbalanced photon flux. However, in some case the Poissonian Level can not be clearly identified, i.e., as blinking time scales can span multiple time scales [36] . Additionally, in on-chip applications, the necessary modification to monitor the sources photon flux are impractical to be implemented. As a consequence of the new insights, we present a novel setup configuration where we prove intrinsic stability of the coincidence statistics versus any kind of temporal correlation. The whole discussion is exemplified for two differently bright and independently blinking semiconductor QDs, while all correlation measurements are very well supported via Monte Carlo simulations [37] .
QDR 72 ± 4 580 ± 10 2.0 ± 0.1 27 ± 1 26 ± 3 QDB 58 ± 4 600 ± 10 1.3 ± 0.1 #2 QD1 96 ± 1 418 ± 12 1.5 ± 0. 5 35 ± 1 42 ± 11 QD2 92 ± 1 509 ± 15 1.3 ± 0.1 In this study, we present the results of two remote TPI experiments carried out with two different QD-pairs. Each pair consists of two distinct QDs further denoted as QDR/QDB and QD1/QD2 being situated in distinct cryostats (see Figure 1a) . We deterministically initialize the charged exciton transition of the QDs, via a resonant and coherent π-pulse excitation scheme. After state initialization, the resonance fluorescence is filtered via confocal polarization suppression of the residual laser light. A monochromator is further utilized to spectrally remove the phonon-sidebands. Before TPI is carried out using a fiber-based beam splitter (fBS), quarter-and halfwave plates are utilized to control the relative polarization state (PolCon) of the two emitter arms. In both cases, thermal tuning is applied to tune the respectively selected transitions into spectral resonance, as it is exemplified for QD pair #1 in Figure 1b . The resulting remote TPI measurement shows clear signature of quantum interference (Figure 1c and Suppl. Info.), indicated by the absence of coincidence counts in the zero delay peak of the parallel polarization setting. Even though starting with two different TPI levels for the individual emitters, the resulting remote TPI contrast of QD-pair #1 and #2 are on the same order as it is shown in Table I . This is based on the fact that the radiative lifetime as well as inhomogeneous broadening ∆ν inh , due to spin and charge noise [19, 40] , fully determine the TPI visibility of the remote emitters [26] . Here, measurements of decay time τ dec and high-resolution PL (hPL) lead to very good agreement between simulation and experiment (see Table I ). In practice, however, the TPI visibility is mostly determined by measuring the photon coalescence on a beam splitter. In the following, we will discuss how to overcome any kind of correlation fluctuations, exemplified via QD-pair #1, to determine the TPI visibility such that it is in agreement with the theoretical expectation.
In the analysis of remote TPI data, utilizing the standard setup configuration, it is common to normalize the obtained g (2) (τ ) on the first repetitions of the pulsed correlation measurement [27, 33, [41] [42] [43] . Working with single photons, one would expect the distinguishable case to be g (2) (0) ⊥,theo = 0.5 [6] . However, a comparison of the first side and the zero-delay peak in Figure 1c As discussed, the zero-delay peak A 0 , which only includes cross-coincidences, has to be normalized to the side peaks A side , i.e., the Poissonian level including both auto-and
matching of count rates c 1,2 of the photon streams is introduced as η ≡ c 2 /c 1 (with c 2 < c 1 ).
In case of perfect beam splitting ratio, this leads then to 
As long as emitter count rates are monitored over the whole measurement, the TPI contrast can effectively be extracted from a single measurement even with differently bright and blinking emitters. In case of 1c, we extract g (2) (0) ,exp = 0.370 ± 0.022 and extrapolate The experimental result is shown in Figure 3b with clear signature of TPI at zero time delay in the case of parallel polarization setting. Again V TPI is calculated via (1), where the individual polarization setting is now determined by normalization of the zero-delay peak
to the first side-peaks A (−,+) (no Poissonian level is necessary). In the presented case, the first side-peaks are already merging with coincidences of the first repetition, still the cumulative peak consist only of cross-coincidences. The measurement was performed with large count rate mismatch of (η = 0.5) and under the same blinking dynamics as shown in Figure 1d . Nevertheless, the distinguishable case shows g (2) (0) ⊥,exp = 0.506 ± 0.029 being in accordance to the prediction. i.e., g (2) (0) ⊥,extra = 0.506 ± 0.002 (deviation from 0.5 due to beam splitter ratios [35] ). To further strengthen the experimental verification, that the ratio of the center peak triplet ( Figure 3c shows simulations of the center quintuplet and the quintuplet at τ rep . Here, the repetition is chosen to be separated from the center, preventing time overlap. As the blinking ratio t on is decreased (top), i.e., the off time is increased, hence bunching more pronounced (compare [12] ). Peaks with a mixture of auto-and cross-events, then, change peak ratios. The peak ratio of the center quintuplet, however, is unaffected. The same is true for varying count rate matching η of the two emitters (bottom). If this setup scheme is utilized, the TPI contrast can be extracted from a single measurement, by applying (1) and extrapolation of the cross-polarized correlation
Considering peak overlap, the measurement in Figure 3b reveals g (2) (0) ,exp = 0.379 ± 0.013.
Following (3), this leads to V
TPI = 25.2 ± 2.8, and V
TPI = 26 ± 3 after beam splitter correction, being in accordance to the standard approach shown in Figure 1c .
In this study, we demonstrated how blinking dynamics as well as the sources individual count rate influences determination the coincidence contribution in remote TPI experiments. This allows for the correct estimation of V TPI with single measurements, by means of both monitoring count rates and isolating the short-term correlations driven by the blinking dynamics of the quantum emitters. Furthermore, we identify two types of coincidences:
auto-coincidences, which are affected by temporal correlations and cross-coincidences, which are intrinsically stable. As a result, we introduce a new method to measure the indistinguishability of photons from remote emitters where normalization only relies on stable cross-coincidences. This method becomes particularly relevant not only for the practical experimental implementation but most importantly because it allows the precise and correct evaluation of the remote sources interference without being affected by unavoidable correlation dynamics. This is of fundamental interest for practical implementation of quantum technology, such as Boson sampling, where the reliability and reproducibility of such building block operation is of key importance.
We exemplary conducted remote TPI using semiconductor QDs, taking advantage of their superior brightness and state-of-the-art performances. However, the same conclusions and methods can be applied to any pair of quantum emitter which can be used to perform twophoton interference. This study helps in clearly understanding remote TPI which will be of key importance for future developments of quantum technology.
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An alternative method can be found by using a Monte-Carlo simulation for the evolution of the microscopic carrier configurations, i.e., following individual random population and depopulation events [37, main text] . This can be seen as a discrete implementation of a rate equation model, respecting population limits for confined states: the system configuration is continuously followed on a random path obeying all involved transition probabilities. For each configuration change, a snapshot of the configuration in the respective time frame is registered. Two example time frames are displayed in Figure 4 . The transition from one frame to the next frame is obtained by drawing one random realization of all possible population and depopulation options, which compose of spontaneous recombination, relaxation and fixed initialization events. It should be noted, that this method, as for rate equation or random population models, does not offer any access to coherent population dynamics, e.g. Rabi oscillations or similar. It is, however, sufficient to conclusively capture population dynamics governed by the (typically incoherent) environment, and describe the impact on the intensity dynamics of the emitted light. It is further offering a convenient method to explore the consequences upon photon correlation histograms, as photon arrival times are directly provided, in analogy to a measurement configuration applying photon time tagging.
Modeling of a blinking emitter
The most simple system to sufficiently describe blinking dynamics as observed in QDR and QDB is found to consist of: (i) a barrier level for electrons and holes, (ii) a twofold degenerate s-shell for electrons and holes, and (iii) a single charge carrier trap with a relaxation channel to the QD s-shell. The relaxation of a trapped carrier to the QD on one hand, and the trapping of one carrier from an above-band electron-hole pair on the other hand, constitute opposite charging mechanisms for the QD (see Figure 5 . This results in a randomly switching QD charge state, consequently leading to the observation of blinking in The on-and off-periods of a distinct charge state consequently evoke a bunching signature in intensity correlation measurements, which is mainly governed by the carrier capture and release times of the trap level, as well as the creation rate for above-band electron-hole pairs.
For the QDs under study, the cw above-band excitation further resulted in a non-negligible signature superimposed to the pulsed intensity correlation histograms,thus allowing to determine all of the aforementioned transition rates. Figure 7 shows the integrated coincidence counts of the respective types (extracted from main article and cross-coincidences (A cross ):
As previously discussed, auto-coincidences show temporal correlations such that A auto = A auto (τ ), whereas A cross = const. A cross can be further written as:
For normalization on the Poissonian level, i.e. for A side at |m · τ rep | τ on , with m ∈ N + , it is possible to predict g (2) (0) ⊥ as we enable an extrapolation via monitoring of the individual count rates. Then (4) becomes the extrapolated g (2) (0) ⊥ :
This equation can be further simplified as we define the matching of count rates c 1,2 as η ≡ c 2 /c 1 (where c 2 ≤ c 1 ) and matching of beam splitter ratio as β ≡ T /R (where T ≤ R), leading to:
with η, β ∈ [0, 1]. Figure 8 shows the extrapolated g (2) (0) ⊥,extra in dependence of count rate matching η for different beam splitting ratios β. For perfect beam splitting ratio, i.e β = 50/50, (8) leads to
which is already mentioned in the main article.
To extract η from the measurement, the detection time trace of detector A and B have to be recorded. If temporally only one of the two emitters c i is unblocked, it is possible to directly extract the count rate matching at the beam splitter via the resulting detection
In this study, however, beam blocking was not carried out. Therefore, a drop in detection rate was directly linked to the more unstable emitter. This was then further utilized to extract η as the initial detection trace was supposed to start with two equally bright emitters.
It is important to mention, that g 
